Abstract: It remains challenging to accurately discriminate between biological and crystal interfaces. Most existing analyses and algorithms focused on the features derived from a single side of the interface. However, less attention has been paid to the properties of residue pairs across protein interfaces. To address this problem, we defined a novel co-evolutionary feature for homodimers through integrating direct coupling analysis and image processing techniques. The residue pairs across biological homodimeric interfaces were significantly enriched in co-evolving residues compared to those across crystal contacts, resulting in a promising classification accuracy with area under the curves (AUCs) of >0.85. Considering the availability of co-evolutionary feature, we also designed other residue pair based features that were useful for both homodimers and heterodimers. The most informative residue pairs were identified to reflect the interaction preferences across protein interfaces. Regarding the other extant properties, we designed the new descriptors at the interface residue level as well as at the pairwise contact level. Extensive validation showed that these single properties can be used to identify biological interfaces with AUCs ranging from 0.60 to 0.88. By integrating co-evolutionary feature with other residue pair based properties, our final prediction model output excellent performance with AUCs of >0.91 on different datasets. Compared to existing methods, our algorithm not only yielded better or comparable results but Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article.
Introduction
Protein-protein interactions are critical and essential for a variety of fundamental biological processes. The three-dimensional structure of protein complexes can provide novel insights into the recognition mechanism between proteins. With the advances in X-ray crystallography, an increasing number of protein complex structures have been solved and deposited into the PDB database. However, only a small fraction of protein-protein interfaces in crystal structures are biologically relevant interfaces, and the remaining ones are so-called crystal packing contacts. 1 Accompanied by the growing complexity of solved structures, accurate discrimination between these two types of interfaces has become a more challenging problem in both structural biology and structural bioinformatics. 2, 3 Although experimental techniques could offer important clues to recognize biological interfaces, the process is time-consuming and labor-intensive. It is thus highly desired that computational algorithms can guide or complement experimental methods to distinguish biological interfaces from crystal contacts. Starting in the mid-1990s, numerous studies have found a variety of properties that can be effective in reflecting the differences between biological and crystal interfaces. For instance, it has been widely shown that biological interactions generally possess larger interface area. 4, 5 The residues involved in biological interfaces tend to be more evolutionarily conserved and more tightly packed than those in crystal contacts. [6] [7] [8] Additionally, compared to biological counterparts, crystal interfaces more closely resemble the rest of the protein surface regarding amino acid compositions. 9 Based on these attributes, considerable efforts have been made to develop computational methods for classifying these two types of interfaces. For instance, the PQS software uses interface area as its major discriminative feature. 10 Ponstingl et al. designed the PITA algorithm based on the knowledge-based atomic pair potential. 11 Zhu et al. developed a support vector machine-based predictor, called NOXclass, with the input features including six interface properties. 12 Krissinel and Henrick established the PISA algorithm that evaluates the thermodynamic stability of protein interfaces. 13 Mintseris and Weng 14 and Liu and Li 15 developed propensity-based approaches by considering the preferences of atom pairs or residue pairs across the interface. Bernauer et al. presented DiMoVo that applies Voronoi tessellation into the characterization of protein interfaces. 16 Duarte et al.
invented another algorithm termed EPPIC by integrating one geometric attribute and two evolutionary features. 17 Recently, Dey et al. developed
QSalign and anti-QSalign depending on the presence and absence of interface conservation respectively and further created a meta-predictor QSbio by adding the predictions from PISA and EPPIC. 18 Clearly, the vast majority of existing analyses and algorithms focused on the properties derived from a single side of the interface. However, less attention has been paid to exploiting the characteristics of residue pairs across interfaces that reflect the specificity of biological interfaces. Furthermore, the possible way to develop algorithms through the combination of various residue coupling based attributes remains to be systematically investigated.
On the other hand, there have been impressive advances in the study of residue-residue co-evolution during the last 10 years. Especially, the strength of co-evolutionary coupling between residues has been widely used to predict residue contacts within and between proteins, which are really beneficial for protein structure prediction. 19, 20 For example, Weigt et al. integrated covariance analysis and global inference to disentangle direct and indirect correlated residues in protein interactions. 21 Morcos et al.
improved direct coupling analysis to quantify the coevolution of residues using mean field approximation. 22 Ovchinnikov et al. 23 and Hopf et al., 24 respectively, utilized co-evolutionary information to recognize residue contacts across protein interfaces as constraints for modeling the three-dimensional structure of protein complexes. Recently, dos Santos et al. 25 and Uguzzoni et al. 26 developed the procedures to reconstruct the structure of homodimers by combining direct coupling analysis with molecular simulations. Andreani et al. designed a scoring function for docking using the co-evolutionary information from protein partners. 27 Teppa et al. detected the high molecular co-evolution at the core of protein interfaces. 28 As described above, the use of coevolutionary information to study protein interactions is a promising avenue. Intuitively, the coevolutionary signals between residues are very suitable to characterize the residue pairs across interfaces. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies uncovering if there exist differences between biological and crystal interfaces from the co-evolutionary perspective. Although Capitani et al. proposed that the protein interface classification problem might benefit from correlated mutation analysis in their review, 2 the co-evolutionary charac-
teristic has yet to be used to discriminate between biological and crystal interfaces. In this manuscript, we attempted to explore the feasibility of using the properties of residue couplings across protein interfaces to distinguish biological interfaces from crystal contacts. To this end, we first designed a novel co-evolutionary feature by combing direct coupling analysis and image processing methods. The result showed that the co-evolutionary signals of biological homodimeric interfaces were clearly different from those of crystal contacts, thereby resulting in a promising classification accuracy when using this feature alone. Based on the preferences of residue pairs across interfaces, we used feature selection to reduce the number of dimensions and raised the prediction performance. Regarding the other conventional properties, such as conservation and volume, we constructed descriptors at the interface residue level as well as at the pairwise contact level. It was shown that incorporation of the latter effectively enhanced the prediction accuracy. Our final prediction model was built based on the integration of all residue coupling based features proposed in this work. Extensive validation showed that this model not only yielded competitive or better performance but also provided complementary information in comparison with the state-of-the-art methods.
Results and Discussion
Statistical analysis and performance assessment of co-evolutionary score
In this work, we tried different schemes to define the co-evolutionary score of an interface by averaging: (1) the raw scores of all residue pairs across interface (RPAIs) in the co-evolutionary matrix, (2) the raw scores of the RPAIs whose component residues cannot form an intramolecular contact and have a sequential distance no <5 positions, (3) the raw scores of the top 10 RPAIs satisfying the second constraint, and (4) the sharpened scores of the top 10 RPAIs satisfying the second constraint in the new matrix. The average score of top 10 RPAIs means that the most significant signal in an interface was used to denote its coevolutionary property. Notably, the heterodimers were not included in this analysis as we cannot compute their native co-evolutionary scores. Based on the Duarte dataset, 17 we showed that the co-evolutionary scores of biological interfaces were remarkably higher than those of crystal interfaces [ Fig. 1(A) ], confirming our assumption that the biological RPAIs tend to include strongly co-evolving residues. Compared with crystal interfaces, in fact, biological interfaces were more similar to the native contacts of monomers in this regard (Fig. S1 ). We also found that the distribution discrepancies became more significant as the constraints were gradually added [ Fig. 1(B-D) ]. For example, when we used the cutoff of 5 Å to define RPAIs, the P values corresponding to the four scenarios were 1.89E-07, 2.95E-09, 2.02E-10, and 2.21E-11, respectively (Table SI , Wilcoxon rank sum test). Nevertheless, if the relaxed distance cutoffs were used, the differences between the two types of samples became smaller. Similar results were obtained on the other two datasets (Figs. S2 and S3). These analyses implied that the feature defined in the fourth scenario would be most effective in predicting biological interfaces. According to the above scenarios, we established four random forest (RF) based predictors with the input including the seven co-evolutionary scores computed using different distance cutoffs. Table I showed the results of 5-fold cross-validation on the Duarte dataset. Obviously, the performance was gradually improved in the process of incorporating more constraints. For instance, our predictor in the first scenario achieved MCC and AUC values of 0.352 and 0.702, while the corresponding measures in the fourth scenario were raised to 0.621 and 0.853, confirming that the constraints can indeed help refine the co-evolutionary signals. Regarding the fourth scenario, we established another seven RF-based predictors using each co-evolutionary score separately. Although we can reach the best prediction accuracy at the distance cutoff of 5 Å , with an MCC and AUC of 0.606 and 0.811 (Table SII) , the performance was still worse than that of the predictor based on the fusion of multiple cutoffs. The results indicated that the co-evolutionary scores under different distance cutoffs can provide complementary signatures. Through testing different numbers of homologous sequences and top-ranked RPAIs, we found that these two parameters had little influence on the performance of the predictor in the fourth scenario (Fig. S4) , which was finally chosen in this study. To further investigate the generalization ability of this predictor, we conducted crossvalidation on the other two datasets, 11, 16 achieving AUCs of 0.881 and 0.895, respectively (Table II) . Furthermore, cross-dataset validation was performed on all three datasets. For example, when conducting this evaluation across the Duarte dataset and Bernauer dataset, we got AUCs of 0.872 and 0.846, respectively, illustrating the robustness of our co-evolution based predictor. It should be noted that only homodimers were used in the above validation and the comparable results can be obtained if heterodimers were also included. Consequently, the proposed co-evolutionary feature can be effectively used in protein interface classification.
Statistical analysis and performance assessment of residue pair frequency
We calculated the ratios between residue pair frequencies of biological interfaces and those of crystal interfaces. In Figure 2 (A), there were 57 residue combinations having a ratio >2, indicating the overall differences between the two types of interfaces. Because most homodimers are symmetric, we recalculated the ratios by excluding the repeated RPAIs in symmetric structures and attained a similar tendency (Fig. S5 ). According to the ranked ratios, we applied incremental feature selection to determine the optimal set of residue combinations. For each iteration, one RF-based predictor was built by incorporating ten residue combinations from high to low and evaluated by cross-validation on the Duarte dataset. Figure 2 (B) showed that the predictor based on the top-ranked 30 residue combinations reached peak performance, with an MCC and AUC of 0.628 and 0.867, suggesting that not all 210 residue pairs can make a contribution to the classification. Based on Dubchak et al., 29 the amino acids can be partitioned into hydrophobic (CLVIMFW, H), neutral (GASTPHY, N), and polar (RKEDQN, P) groups. Among the selected 30 residue pairs, the observed numbers of H-H, H-N, H-P, N-P, and P-P combinations were 8, 4, 6, 6, and 6, respectively (Table SIII) .
Especially, the RPAIs of biological samples were overrepresented in H-H and H-N combinations, whereas those of crystal samples were enriched in N-P and P-P combinations. These results are not only consistent with previous observations attained at the single residue level, 7, 30 but also provide additional information at the pairwise contact level.
Using the selected features, we also performed cross-validation on the Bernauer dataset and Ponstingl dataset, yielding AUCs of 0.872 and 0.911, respectively (Table II) . Additionally, the AUCs of all cross-dataset tests were >0.8. These results indicated that the frequencies of the selected residue 
Statistical analysis of other properties
For the other properties used in this work, we divided the interface residues (IRs) and RPAIs of a given interface into different classes as shown in Table SIV and calculated the percentage of each class. The classification criteria are provided in the Materials and Methods section. The distributions and median values of the biological and crystal samples from the Duarte dataset are shown in Figure 3 and Table SV , respectively. The statistical significance was evaluated by the Wilcoxon rank sum test.
We can see in Figure 3 (A) that biological interfaces held more residues with high conservation (H), whereas crystal interfaces had more residues with low conservation (L). The difference in residues with medium conservation (M) was not significant. Similar tendencies were shown for the corresponding RPAI-based groups (H-H, L-L, and M-M). We also observed that biological RPAIs were enriched in H-M group, while crystal RPAIs were clustered in H-L and M-L groups. This indicated that the components of biological RPAIs tended to be conserved residues. , M). At the RPAI level, the S-S group occupied more proportions for biological samples, whereas the M-M and S-M groups had larger fractions for crystal samples. Additionally, though we did not observe a remarkable difference in IRs with large volume (400-600 Å 3 , L), crystal samples showed significantly higher fractions of RPAIs from M-L group. These results consistently indicated that crystal interfaces were poorly packed in comparison with biological interfaces. In Figure 3 (C), biological interfaces included more residues in helical conformation (H), while crystal interfaces contained more residues in coil conformation (C). Similar trends can also be seen for the RPAI-based groups (H-H and C-C). Compared with biological samples, furthermore, crystal samples included more RPAIs from sheet-coil group (E-C). Figure 3 (D-F) illustrated that biological IRs and RPAIs were enriched in core residue (C and C-C), rigid residue (R and R-R), and hotspot (H and H-H) related groups, whereas crystal IRs and RPAIs were overrepresented in rim residue (R and R-R), flexible residue (F and F-F), and non-hotspot (N and N-N) related groups. More interestingly, regarding all the three RPAI-based groups with different types of IRs [C-R in Fig. 3(D) , R-F in Fig. 3(E) , and H-N in Fig. 3(F) ], there were significant differences between biological and crystal interfaces. When the same analyses were conducted on the other two datasets, we attained similar results (Figs. S6 and S7). Taken together, the results implied that the RPAI-based features can be effectively used to separate the two types of interfaces as well as the IRbased features.
Performance assessment of other properties
We first evaluated the performance of other properties using 5-fold cross-validation on the Duarte dataset. For each property, we constructed three RFbased predictors by separately using IR-based features, RPAI-based features, and their combination.
As shown in Table III , when the IR-based features were used, core-rim yielded the best performance with an AUC of 0.772. Among the remaining attributes, conservation and volume also achieved AUCs of >0.7, while secondary structure yielded relatively weaker performance with an AUC of 0.609. When the RPAI-based features were utilized, the prediction results were improved for most properties. Particularly, conservation got the most remarkable improvement in which the AUC was raised from 0.703 to 0.868. However, the RPAI-based features also might generate a relatively worse result. For example, the AUC of core-rim was reduced from 0.772 to 0.705. Compared to using IR-or RPAIbased features individually, combining both of them generally contributed to moderately enhanced or comparable results. For example, the AUCs of volume, B-factor, and hotspot were improved from 0.728, 0.764, and 0.677 to 0.761, 0.782, and 0.711, respectively. Finally, we combined these six attributes to classify biological and crystal samples. The AUCs of the IR-and RPAI-based predictors were 0.891 and 0.897, respectively, while the AUC of the IR 1 RPAI-based predictor was 0.903. Moreover, the three predictors remarkably outperformed the corresponding predictors with a single property. Therefore, we suggest that simultaneously utilizing the complementarity between the IR-and RPAIbased features and that between these properties is beneficial for improving biological interface recognition. Next, we tested the three types of features using cross-validation on the other two datasets and crossdataset test on all three datasets. Similar trends were observed for different datasets and validations (Tables SVI-SVIII) . Additionally, we can roughly partition these six properties into two categories according to the overall performance. The first category included conservation and secondary structure, while the second category contained the remaining four attributes. For the first group, the results of RPAI-based predictors were not only remarkably better than those of IR-based predictors but also comparable or even slightly better compared to those of IR 1 RPAI-based predictors, suggesting that RPAI-based features probably played a dominant role in the predictor with combined descriptors. For instance, if we used the Ponstingl dataset for training, the AUCs of the IR 1 RPAI-, RPAI-, and IRbased predictors based on secondary structure were 0.639, 0.643, and 0.553 for the Duarte dataset, respectively (Table SVIII) . For the other group, IR 1 RPAI-based predictors generally demonstrated superiority over both IR-and RPAI-based predictors, therefore confirming that the contributions were derived from both groups of descriptors. For instance, if the Bernauer dataset was used as the training set, the AUCs of the three predictors based on hotspot were 0.752, 0.710, and 0.677 for the Duarte dataset, respectively (Table SVII) . Based on these analyses, the hybrid IR-and RPAI-based features were selected in this work. Regarding the overall performance of the IR 1 RPAI-based predictors, conservation and core-rim generated AUCs ranging from 0.8 to 0.9, while secondary structure yielded AUCs ranging from 0.6 to 0.7. The AUC values of the remaining properties generally varied between 0.7 and 0.8. Utilizing the IR 1 RPAI-based predictor with the fusion of six properties, we consistently achieved AUCs of >0.9. Especially, the performance was generally improved relative to the IRbased prediction results, confirming the importance of RPAI-based features again.
Performance assessment of our final prediction model
The aforementioned analyses suggested that the individual attributes proposed in this work can be used to predict biological interfaces to different extents. It is therefore interesting to further investigate the relationships between the predictors with individual properties, which is also helpful for developing our final prediction model. Using the prediction results derived from the cross-validation on the Duarte dataset, we computed the correlation coefficients between all pairwise predictors. Figure 4 illuminated that co-evolutionary score, evolutionary conservation, residue pair frequency, and core-rim formed a cluster, in which the correlation coefficients between them were generally higher than 0.45. By contrast, B-factor, volume, and hotspot exhibited relatively weaker correlations with the above four features, while secondary structure was weakly correlated to all other features. The correlation analysis implied that the single properties could provide different signatures. We therefore built our final RFbased prediction model by integrating all features. As shown in Table IV , when evaluated by crossvalidation on the Duarte dataset, this predictor achieved MCC and AUC values of 0.698 and 0.919, which were remarkably higher than the corresponding measures of the individual feature predictors (Tables II and III) . The results suggested that any single feature is unable to reflect the nature of all biological interfaces, and the meaningful protein interactions would be determined by the interplay of multiple factors. Moreover, our final predictor was superior to the IR 1 RPAI-based predictor based on the combined properties in the previous section having an AUC of 0.903, further showing the benefits generated by adding the co-evolutionary score and the frequencies of finely selected residue pairs. When tested on the Duarte dataset and trained on the other two datasets, the final predictor generated AUCs of 0.915 and 0.912, respectively. The remaining validations generally yielded AUCs of >0.95. These results indicated that our final prediction model is robust regardless of the influence induced by the interface area distribution of different datasets.
We further selected two examples to show the usefulness of our final predictor. The first example is a TATA box-binding protein of Arabidopsis thaliana (PDB ID: 1VOK) in the Bernauer dataset. 31 The interface having an area of 1,580 Å 2 was correctly detected as a biological interface by our model trained on the Duarte dataset. Especially, under the distance cutoff of 5 Å , its co-evolutionary score (5.66) was remarkably higher than the average score of biological samples in the Duarte dataset (4.39), showing the contribution of the co-evolutionary signals. The second example is the structure of cypovirus polyhedron (PDB ID: 2OH5), 32 which was previously used by the CRK method. 3 Consistent with the results of CRK, the two largest interfaces were predicted to be biologically relevant. Because the homologous sequences of this protein are very few, we cannot calculate the co-evolutionary score of the interfaces. Therefore, the successful predictions were mainly due to the contributions of other RPAIbased features, which can be considered as an effective complement to our co-evolutionary feature. The web links of our prediction results are provided in Supplementary Material.
Comparison with other algorithms
We first compared our method with four existing algorithms, including DiMoVo, 16 PITA, 11 PISA, 13 and EPPIC. 17 To make a fair comparison between DiMoVo and our algorithm, the Bernauer dataset was used to train these two methods, both of which were evaluated on the Duarte dataset. As shown in Figure 5 (A), the ACC and MCC values of DiMoVo were 0.740 and 0.490, whereas the corresponding measures of our method were 0.830 and 0.665. This result is probably due to the fact that DiMoVo strongly depends on the interface area feature and thus has difficulty separating the biological and crystal samples sharing a similar distribution of interface area. By contrast, our method did not suffer from the same problem, because our proposed features, such as the co-evolutionary score and the proportions of RPAIs, were not derived from interface area. When comparing our method with the PITA and PISA algorithms, we used the Ponstingl dataset for training and the Duarte dataset for testing. Our method yielded better performance than the statistical potential-based algorithm (PITA), with an increase of >0. Moreover, we conducted a head-to-head comparison between our method and the algorithm recently proposed by Luo and his coworkers. 33 In Table IV be overestimated. In addition, we wanted to check whether there exists complementarity between these two algorithms. To this end, the mean score of their outputs was used to discriminate biological interfaces from crystal contacts. In Table IV , we observed that the performance was generally raised for different validations. For instance, when we conducted cross-validation on the Duarte dataset, the AUC of 0.929 was generated for the combined score in comparison with the AUCs of 0.911 and 0.919 for Luo et al.'s and our approaches. Luo et al.'s approach focused on the conventional IR-based features, whereas ours took into account the properties of RPAIs, especially incorporating the co-evolutionary signals. Accordingly, the complementarity between these two strategies can be used to improve the prediction accuracy.
Limitation of our proposed algorithm
Finally, our algorithm trained on the Duarte dataset was evaluated by the high-confidence annotations of quaternary structures from the PiQSi database. 34 Since our method was mainly suitable for pairwise interactions, the 584 dimers (including 447 biological and 137 non-biological samples) were used for assessment. As a result, our method achieved an AUC and error rate of 0.79 and 21%. Moreover, based on the subset (including 354 biological and 64 non-biological samples) used by Dey et al., 18 we yielded an AUC and error rate of 0.71 and 19%. Compared to the performance of our previous validations, the decrease in AUC was primarily due to the fact that our predictor cannot correctly identify the large non-biological interfaces. For instance, among the 21 non-biological dimers with an interface area >1,600 Å 2 used by Dey et al., we just successfully detected two samples. The possible reason is that the Duarte dataset has only two negative samples with an interface area >1,600 Å 2 and thus our model cannot acquire abundant knowledge from the training samples. On the other hand, the clustering analysis indicated that the 19 wrongly predicted samples and all positive training samples with an area >1,600 Å 2 were clustered into two clades based on their inherent interface properties, especially the common pattern of co-evolutionary signals in the right clade (Fig. S8) , suggesting that the large non-biological interfaces would be supported by more evidence. Altogether, the current limitation of our algorithm will continue to be studied in the future.
Conclusions
This was the first time that the properties of RPAIs of biological and crystal interfaces were systematically compared and then used to divide these two types of samples. First, a novel co-evolutionary feature was proposed to characterize a given interface.
As a proof-of-concept, this feature can effectively reflect the differences between homodimers and crystal dimers from the co-evolutionary perspective. Unfortunately, we cannot calculate this feature for heterodimers currently, because the construction of joint MSAs of interaction partners is much more difficult when the limited homologous sequences are available. With the explosive growth in sequence data, nevertheless, we believe this feature can finally be applied to heterodimers. Due to the scope of the availability of co-evolutionary feature, we also designed other RPAI-based features that can be used for both homodimers and heterodimers. For instance, we used feature selection to retrieve the most informative couplings for reflecting the residue pair preferences, which not only decreased the number of features but also improved the prediction accuracy. Further, both IR-and RPAI-based descriptors were designed for the existing properties in this field. We found that combining both types of descriptors can generally output superior performance over using each type of descriptors alone. Finally, the complementarity between a variety of RPAI-based properties allowed us to establish an integrative prediction model, which generally achieved AUCs of >0.91 for different datasets. More importantly, our method can provide complementary information to the state-of-the-art algorithms which mainly considered the properties of IRs. Overall, the proposed framework not only opens a new avenue for protein interface classification but also provides valuable insights into related research fields, such as the prediction of protein-protein binding affinity and the design of scoring functions in docking.
Materials and Methods

Definition of residue pairs across interface
Here we defined protein-protein interfaces based on the change in accessible surface area (ASA) during complex formation. The NACCESS program was used to compute the ASA of each atom. 35 An atom was considered as an interface atom if its ASA is decreased by >0.1 Å 2 upon subunit binding. A residue including at least one interface atom was defined as an interface residue (IR). A residue pair across interface (RPAI) was formed if the distance between any atom of an IR from one subunit and that from the other subunit is <5Å by default.
Feature representation
Co-evolutionary score. In this study, we assumed that the RPAIs of biological interfaces tend to show correlated mutations, whereas those of crystal contacts probably do not exhibit this property. Based on this assumption, we defined a novel co-evolutionary feature for protein interface classification. For each biological homodimer or crystal dimer, we extracted its monomer sequence as a query and conducted a single round of PSI-BLAST search against the NCBI non-redundant database with an e-value of 0.001 to obtain its homologous sequences. 36 The maximum number of sequences was set to 5000 by testing different values (Fig. S4) . The multiple sequence alignment (MSA) composed of these sequences was fed into the EVfold program, which is the mean field implementation of direct coupling analysis. 37 The output of EVfold can be considered as a coevolutionary matrix in which the direct information score reflects the strength of co-evolution between residues. The Laplacian sharpening, a technique in image processing for increasing local contrast, was used to highlight the strongly coupled residue pairs by transforming the matrix as follows: where the operator means the convolution calculation, indicating that each element in the new matrix is the weighted sum of the corresponding element and its eight adjacent neighbors in the original matrix. All elements in the new matrix should be converted into Z-scores. Afterwards we used the co-evolutionary scores of RPAIs to evaluate the extent to which a given interface is biologically relevant. However, the coevolutionary signals corresponding to the residue contacts in dimerization are probably mixed with those of the monomeric contacts. Therefore, if two residues in a given RPAI also form an intramolecular contact in the monomer, this RPAI was eliminated. Additionally, a pair of residues possessing a close sequential distance tends to exhibit a strong co-evolutionary relationship. To avoid this bias, the RPAIs that include two residues separated by <5 positions in the sequence were removed. The remaining RPAIs were ranked in descending order according to their values in the co-evolutionary matrix. The co-evolutionary score of a given interface was defined as the average of sharpened direct information scores of the topranked 10 RPAIs. If the number of RPAIs satisfying the above constraints was <10 in an interface, all of the qualified RPAIs were used to compute the mean. It is worth noting that we used different distance constraints to generate RPAIs in this section. The cutoffs ranged from 4Å to 10Å with a step size of 1Å , thereby yielding a 7-dimensional vector. Regarding the heterodimers, because it is difficult to build a joint MSA of interaction partners with high confidence based on the limited homologous sequences in most cases, we cannot compute their native co-evolutionary scores.
The input values of heterodimers in our model were set to the average co-evolutionary score of biological homodimers and crystal dimers for avoiding possible biases. Conservation score. The conservation score of each residue in a subunit sequence was evaluated by the Shannon entropy of residue properties (SERP). For each sequence, we generated the weighted observed percentages (WOP) matrix through three iterations of PSI-BLAST searches. According to their stereochemical attributes, the amino acids can be separated into six classes, including aliphatic (AVLIMC), aromatic (FWYH), polar (STNQ), positive (KR), negative (DE), and special (GP). 38 The SERP measure was defined as follows:
where p i c ð Þ means the frequency of class c at residue position i, which can be calculated based on the WOP matrix. We further computed the window-based SERP score of each residue by incorporating the conservation of its two sequential neighbors as follows:
where the weighting factor k is set to 2/3. The resulting scores of all residues in a sequence were transformed into Z-scores. The distribution of conservation score (Fig. S9) 
We also calculated the proportions of RPAIs corresponding to these six classes. Since the following features were constructed in a similar way, we only describe how to define the classes of IRs based on a specific property and the corresponding descriptors are provided in Table SIV .
Voronoi cell volume. For each complex, we built a coarse-grained model in which each residue was denoted by its a-carbon atom. The Voronoi tessellation was used to separate the three-dimensional space into a number of Voronoi cells, each of which centered on one a-carbon atom. The cell volume of each residue can measure its local packing density. We used the VORO11 software to implement the Voronoi tessellation and calculate the volume of each cell. 39 Because we need to place the protein complex into a hypothetical box for tessellation, the cells adjacent to the box boundaries tend to have artificially larger volume compared to the cells fully surrounded by other neighboring cells. Thus, only the IRs having volume smaller than 600 Å 3 were retained, due to the volumes of peripheral cells generally exceeding this cutoff. Based on the distribution of volume ( Secondary structure. The secondary structure of each residue was assigned by the DSSP program. 40 Residues in H (a-helix), G (3/10-helix), and I (phelix) are considered to be in helical conformation, residues in E (b-strand) and B (b-bridge) are in sheet conformation, and the remaining residues are in coil conformation. Accordingly, the IRs can be separated into three classes, including helix (H), sheet (E), and coil (C).
Core-rim. In terms of the solvent accessibility, protein interface can be divided into core residues (C) and rim residues (R). Concretely, core residues contain at least one fully buried atom, while rim residues remain partially accessible and surround the core regions.
30,41
B-factor. B-factor is a measure of atomic thermal motion and disorder. We used the average B-factor of all atoms in each residue to denote its flexibility and converted the resulting measures into Z-scores. Based on the distribution (Fig. S9) , all IRs were divided into two groups, namely rigid residues (Bfactor 0, R) and flexible residues (B-factor > 0, F).
Hotspot. For protein-protein interactions, hot spots are defined as those essential residues causing a remarkable change in the binding free energy of >2.0 kcal/mol by alanine mutations. The Alascan program was used to predict putative hot spots in each protein complex. 42 As a result, the IRs can be classified into hotspot (H) and non-hotspot (N).
Model construction and performance evaluation
By combining all of the aforementioned features, we developed a random forest (RF) based prediction model to distinguish biological interfaces from crystal contacts. The RF algorithm was implemented through the randomForest package in R with default parameters. To evaluate the performance of our method, we collected three well-established datasets from previous studies. 11, 16, 17 The overlaps between different datasets were filtered out and any pair of proteins sharing >30% sequence identity was removed in a given dataset. We conducted 5-fold cross-validation and cross-dataset test on these datasets. All parameters of our algorithm were determined using the Duarte dataset owing to its stringency. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) was calculated as a primary measure. Also, we computed sensitivity (SN), specificity (SP), accuracy (ACC), and Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC). More details about the datasets and evaluation can be found in Supplementary Material.
